Parliamentary Government in England
which they worked. Quite early, they discovered that
indirect pressure of this kind was not enough. They were
led, therefore, to the formation of their own political party
to give to this pressure a tone which indirectness could
not confer. Their party, in being formed, coincided with
the growing realization that what was wrong with society
was not the superstructure of its political institutions but
the inner principle on which it was based. Their party,
therefore, passed into its third phase—that in which it set
itself to transform that inner principle by capturing the
political institutions upon which its functioning seemed
to depend. It is at this stage that we now find ourselves;
and the fascinating question that is set for our generation
is whether institutions produced to satisfy one system of
class-relations can be so re-shaped as to be worked for the
ends of a directly antithetic system.
I have not sought here to deny that the parliamentary
system, especially in its expression as the House of Com-
mons, was remarkably well adapted to the purposes of
capitalist democracy. What I have argued is the very
different thesis that at the stage where capitalism is not,
as a system of class-relations, able to exploit the forces of
production, its logic of profitability is necessarily in con-
flict with the contrasting logic of the democracy it seeks
still to contain. At that point, I have urged, the doubt is
raised whether parliamentary institutions are any more
appropriate to tie expression of capitalism than feudal
institutions were appropriate to its expression  when
society was seeking, as the feudal economy declined, the
institutions adequate to the exploitation of the new
potentialities which  presented  themselves.   What,  in
effect, the middk class did, in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth century, was to transfer the seat of sovereignty to
Parliament, and especially to the House of Commons,
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